
Keeping clients out of Trouble
as a Rental Listing Agent

Starting the Tenancy Properly
(Effective March 2023 includes Bill 184 changes)

Things Realtors Need to Know about the RTA



What are the big issues starting a tenancy?
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• Selecting the right Tenants - Human Rights Code Issues
• Proper tenancy application
• Proper tenant identification
• Due diligence
• Proper lease forms and additional clauses
• Special considerations for condominium rentals
• Who is a tenant vs who is an occupant



What happens if you are NOT careful?
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• Expensive losses in rental income
• Damage to the unit
• Evictions that can take years including

expensive appeals in the Superior Court
• Stress, anxiety and frustration
• Judgements against you or your client

by the tenant
• Lawsuits and steep judgements against you or your 

client by the condominium corp.
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Let’s Start  at the Very 
Beginning of the Process
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Starting the Tenancy
Applications
Leases
Tenants vs Occupants
Condo considerations
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Things to Avoid?

1. Do not rent to friends, family or their friends.

2. Do not be in a hurry, better to have the unit empty than 
to rent to a tenant who will cause trouble.

3. Check the applicant’s identity carefully.  You need to 
look at and take a picture of a drivers
license.

4. Do NOT accept an applicant just 
because they come with cash or offer
to pay above the asking price.

5. Never accept the buyer’s agent’s copy of the credit 
report or take their personal endorsement as gospel.
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Why Use a Proper Rental Application?

1. Avoid discrimination claims under Human Rights Code

2. Make sure last month’s rent deposit is safe if the 
tenant decides not to move in

3. Get consent to check tenant info, work, credit report

4. Get details you will need to 
conduct a proper screening

5. Tenants are hard to evict.  Check
everything on the application 
carefully
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The Ideal Process Should Look Like This

1. Once the pre-screening process of the applications and 
offers is complete, schedule showings at the rental unit 
for those who interest you.

2. Interview and assess them as part of the showing 
process during their appointment to view the unit

3. After the showings, start your verification process 
using applications returned by those who are still 
interested in the property.

4. Contact the prospective tenant’s employer by email, 
providing the tenant’s consent.  Make sure you confirm 
the tenant’s employer contact info online
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Proper Due Diligence is Key

5. Review pay slip, T4 or notice of assessment

6. Meet the tenants where they currently live by
finding an excuse to speak to them again

7. Speak to the previous (not current) landlord for 
information about their behaviour & promptness

8. Check their ID, take a picture of their driver’s 
license for your files

9. Remember to be careful about the Human 
Rights Code. Be careful what you say.
 

10. If not satisfied with tenant’s credit, consider
using a proper guarantor’s agreement
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11.You can refuse them if they are a smoker, 
but how do you know?  Teeth, breath.

12.You can refuse if they have pets.  Look for
pictures of pets on their social media posts.

13.Don’t limit your search to the first applicant.  Wait 
until you have a few to chose from.

14.Do not use irrevocable dates when advertising a unit.  
Instead, set offer date, which you are free to change.

15.Get a last month’s rent deposit when the offer is 
selected or when you sign the lease.  No deposit = No 
lease.
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Take Your Time to Find the Right Tenant



A Word About Guarantors!

Things you need to know about guarantors:
• Having a guarantor sign the lease does not give you 

a guarantee from the guarantor

• The guarantor is not a tenant, and the LTB will not 
deal with or make orders against them

• To sue a guarantor for rent, you need a proper 
guarantor agreement SEPARATE from the lease. 

• The separate guarantor agreement can be an 
Appendix to the lease that it refers to.
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A Word About Occupants!

Tenants vs Occupants
• A tenant is the one who signs the lease.  Your 

obligation is with them.  It is NOT smart to have 
occupants with no credit sign as tenants. 

• An occupant is someone else who lives with 
them…a friend, family member, roommate etc.

• You cannot prevent people from having guests 
or friends living with them.

• You cannot increase the rent just because they 
have a friend or another occupant with them.
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A Word about Rentals in Condos?

• The lease appendix should have a detailed clause 
about their obligations to the Condo Corp.

• Rules, declaration and bylaws must be provided to 
the tenant.  It’s the law!

• Condominium must be provided with the lease or a 
profile form containing lease terms

• Pets in rentals in condos

• Short-term rental in condos, 
look at declaration or Rules

• Legal consequences if you don’t deal with condo 
issues quickly can be very severe and expensive
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Standard Lease Forms
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1. You cannot avoid using the standard government lease.  It 
has been mandatory since 2018.  It is the landlord who is 
required to draft it and provide to the tenant.

2. If you don’t have a legal name and address of the landlord 
on the lease, the tenant’s obligation to pay rent is 
suspended.  You cannot hide!

3. The Form 400 means little or nothing.  It should not exist.

4. The tenant or their representative should NEVER draft the 
lease.  The government lease on its own means little, and 
protects the landlord from almost nothing.
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New Rule About Ontario Leases



Examples of the Need for Appendix
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•How utilities are paid
•Requirement to x-fer utilities
•Smoking rules
•Marijuana rules
•Pet rules (if in a condo)
•Condominium obligations
•Move-in procedure
•Privacy clauses for cameras
•Consent wording for pictures
•Indemnify if late move-in

• Pre-paid rent details
• Restrictions on certain spaces
• Shared use of certain spaces
• Airbnb, VRBO usage rules
• Unit care obligations
• Laundry rules
• Insurance obligations
• Garbage rules
• Water device exclusions
• Window A/C clauses
• Move-out procedure



So Let’s Put the Pieces Together



7 Steps to Take for the Perfect Tenant

1. Use the Form 400 as an offer document only, but put in 
enough detail in the schedules to cover all the major 
issues related to the tenancy. You don’t want arguments 
about terms when the lease is presented for signing.

2. For those interested, provide an applciation form, and 
then schedule showings of the property, half hour apart.

3. Once you have narrowed it down to a handful, start 
checking references, credit, employment, social media, 
tenancy history.

4. Make sure you have discussed with the client all their 
requirements so that the appendix can be meaningful.
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7 Steps to Take for the Perfect Lease

5. Pick your best candidate and arrange with them for 
signing of the government lease and payment of the rent 
deposit by guaranteed funds.  

6. Prior to meeting them, either virtually or in person, draft 
a proper lease appendix to deal with issues not covered 
by the standard lease.  Any additional clauses you add 
must be legal.  Add those clauses as an Appendix B to 
the government lease.

7. Following signing, advise the others that they were not 
accepted.  Never give a reason.  Just thank them and say 
you found an applicant that you preferred.
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5 Steps to Take Once Lease is Signed

1. Remind them about getting utilities transferred (if you 
are doing it that way) and tenant insurance

2. Make sure the unit has been cleaned, holes filled, 
checked for pests, fire, smoke and CO detection working

3. Make sure you provide a copy of lease to the tenant, and 
get them to sign an acknowledgement of receipt of 
lease and any keys, cards or FOBs.

4. Do a unit inspection upon move-in, have them sign it, 
and take dated pictures of every room, floor, appliances

5. Make sure they have your contact info and in a condo, 
make sure the condo has the tenant’s info for their files 
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Questions


